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Insurance Risk in a
Changing Climate
Dr. Ulrich Ebel

 roots go back to Babylonian times

 oldest known reinsurance treaty is from 1347,
covering a ship and its goods against loss

 solidarity in the form of risk spreading is the basic
principle of insurance and reinsurance

 cargo and hull are normally insured, as well as parts
of the infrastructure

 marine insurance is normally an all risk cover

 consequential losses can arise in business
interruption for industry production

Marine Insurance
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Natural catastrophe losses are rising

Note: Loss amounts indexed to 2009 Source: Swiss Re, sigma No 2/2010
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Rising natural catastrophe losses:
Climate change is not the key driver yet

 Climate change results in rising intensity of storms, forest fires, droughts,
flooding and heat waves in many regions

 Accumulation of assets in exposed areas:

– Example Ocean Drive in Miami, Florida:
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Transport sector will also experience
higher losses
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Swiss Re Studies on
Climate Change Effects
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Storm losses on the rise

Swiss Re
loss model
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Increase in annual expected loss for the period 2071–2100
compared to a 1961–1990 reference period:
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Change in annual expected loss from
storm surge
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Economics of climate adaptation –
a framework for decision-makers

Please find the full study at www.swissre.com/rethinking/climate
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Economics of climate adaptation (ECA)
The working group

Partner consortium:
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What is the
magnitude of
the expected

loss?

What is the
magnitude of
the expected

loss?

The economic value at risk for each
scenario is comprised of two components –
economic growth and climate change
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35% of 2030
total
expected
loss

23% of 2030 total
expected loss

• Expected loss is
driven by current risk,
agricultural growth,
and climate change

• Agriculture income
growth would contribute
to an additional 23%
of 2030 upper bound
loss

• Climate change
(occurring in
combination with
income growth) will
account for 35% of
2030 upper
bound loss

Expected loss from exposure to climate
High climate change scenario, 2008 USD millions

India, Maharashtra case study
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Global overview: Expected loss averted by
adaptation measures

www.swissre.com/rethinking/climate



Summary

 Swiss Re monitors catastrophes worldwide

 Several studies on climate change effects
forecast an increase of losses

 The marine sector and its insurance will
also be affected

 Adaptation is essential

 To get adaptation measures accepted, the
economic consequences need to be
calculated

 Although the time scale of changes is long,
we need to start now

Thank you
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